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World Bank has created six main elements which are important in the process of implementation of good governance principles in European Countries. One of those elements is preventing the corruption. Pathologies in recruitment process and nepotism create the negative image of the public administration. The worst thing we can do is to modify the law in order to respect principles of good governance and to fight with corruption, but to leave open gate for those who want to treat public administration like they own private company.
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World Bank has created six main elements which are important in the process of implementation of good governance principles in European Countries. One of those elements is preventing the corruption. It is hard to define “corruption”. In last few years the most popular definition has been made by Transparency International (TI). TI has chosen a clear and focused definition of the term: “corruption is operationally defined as the misuse of entrusted power for private purpose”. Some incorrectness in the selection process we can also classify as one of public life pathologies and element of corruption in a general meaning.

It is said that to prevent corruption in public administration the recruitment process should be based on transparent and objective criteria. It should be emphasized that one of the best way to improve competence in public administration are formal procedure of recruitment process and examination. So appropriate selection is very important in preventing of corruption.

In Poland the Act on local government employees has been recently changed. The reasons of these amendments were problems with:

- human resources management,

- selection process in local government administration,

- unclear regulation of the internal promotion rules,
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That is why in my speech I would like to present how this Act solved mentioned problems and problem of corruption especially in the selection process. It is even more interesting because of the results of the scientific studies which were made by Batory Foundation in program against corruption. According this results 1/3 respondents (who were only civil servants) said that there is nothing bad in nepotism. They compared that kind of behavior to the situation when the owner of private company employs in this company members of his family or some of his friends.

I will focus on the negative and positive sides of Act on local government employees considering the selection and recruitment process.

First negatives
In previous version of Act on local government empleneys if there was a vacancy, office manager had to organize the “contest” and now the “recruitment process” shall be prepared. What is the difference? “Contest” always verified knowledge of candidates and criteria in the “recruitment process” will be established by the office manager in internal regulations. So it is possible that when the office manager wants to employ someone (ex. member of his family) he/she will adapt criteria to the candidate.

Act on local government employeys establishes three categories of office employees. First - office position (ex. inspector in one of the department), second - auxiliary position (ex. office help) and third - assistant position. There is no need to organize the recruitment process in case of internal promotion. So if office manager wants to employ member of his family, he/she can first employ such person on auxiliary position (with lower criteria in the recruitment process) and after that promote at office position.

It is the first time that in act relating to local government administrative we have such a kind of office workers as “assistants” and “advisers”. They can be employed without any recruitment process, for a term equal to the term of office of the executive body. They could be employ on the basis of political criteria. So it can make local government less politically independent, because we will have in local government something like “political office”.

If someone has never worked in public administration and has no experience in that area but he has worked for at least 3 years in private sector he can hold managerial position in public local administration. The purpose of this regulation was to encourage mangers to work in public administration. But we can’t forget that there are big differences between earnings in private and public sector. So there is possibility that this regulation encourage only those
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managers who didn’t succeed in their own business and they will looking for warm and sure work in public sector.

According to new Act on local government employees on every level of local government in Poland have to be a “secretary”. Main task of such person is to organize the work for whole office. By this time secretary of local government was chosen by council of local government (local legislative body) and it was independent decision of this body if they need secretary or not. Now local legislative body has no influence on decision who will be the secretary. It is not right solution, because secretary and council should cooperate strictly and the council should have influence on recruitment process. Now it is decision of executive body (office manager) who will be the secretary. It is another step to make local government more politically dependent.7

In Act on local government employees there is no direct and clearly stated obligation to dismiss employee who are convicted by final and legally binding court decision. Office manager can’t employ such person. So there is a doubt if it is possible to dismiss that worker.

**Positives of polish regulation:**

- Obligation of preparatory service for new employ workers.

- Possibility of employing foreigners as office workers

- Office manager is obliged to assign founds for education and increasing qualifications of employees.

- Rules of: running business by civil servants, submitting of financial statements/declaration were precised.

All positives of polish regulation will be showed in the printed version of my contribution

Pathologies in recruitment process and nepotism create the negative image of the public administration. The worst thing we can do is to modify the law in order to respect principles of good governance and to fight with corruption, but to leave open gate for those who want to treat public administration like they own private company.
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